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Pinterest

This half of my Pinterest board has some of the items I want to
personalize my space - including a notebook (to write down any
thoughts and stay mindful), fairy lights (for more ambient and
calming lighting), tea (to stay hydrated and relaxed), skincare (to
destress and focus on myself), sunlight (to be somewhat
connected to nature inside my house), and a Himalayan salt lamp
(to cleanse the air and provide ambient lighting). Most of these
are already in my house and should be easy to add to my desk.

Pinterest

This half of my Pinterest board has some of the other items I
want to personalize my space - including nail polish (to calm
down or take a break from mental stress), letters (to connect
with friends and destress), books (to focus on stimulating my
brain and caring for my body), candles (to provide a nice smell
and ambient lighting), and music (to help me focus and get me in
a good mood). These are easily sourced in my home.

Challenge
Creation of Space
My video creation for today's challenge can be found at
tinyurl.com/day17greenest!
I made a vlog time-lapsing my cleaning and redecorating process.
This was one of my simpler videos, as I think the visuals speak for
themselves. I also included some quick shots of different aspects
of my self care sanctuary since it is hard to take it all in quickly.

Challenge
Reflection
Although this space has always been exclusively for work
activities, it is nice to revamp it and refocus its aim onto self-care
and creating a good atmosphere for both studying and relaxing. I
sat for 10 minutes, listening to Tyler, the Creator (which you can
hear in the vlog!) and writing a letter to a friend. This helped me
recenter my goal into wellness and self-improvement, rather
than sitting for hours on end staring at a screen while doing
homework. Hopefully, these new additions to my desk will help
me take more breaks often and focus on myself and my wellbeing.

Social Media

Caption: "When was the last time you thought about your well-being? I know, it's probably
gotten tossed under the pile of homework and deadlines you have. However, if you can take
even 5 minutes out of your day to consider your wellness, mental health is sure to improve.
Today, I was able to make my own self-care sanctuary at my desk - a place where I can
admit to prioritizing work over sleep. I hope that this change in scenery will help me think
about myself in a mindful fashion and reflect on each day's progress. Go to
tinyurl.com/day17greenest to see my redecorating time lapse! @turninggreenorg
@natracare #pgc2020 #day17greenest #turninggreen #selfcaresanctuary #vlog #selfcare"
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Caption: "Quick pic of my Pinterest board for today's sanctuary challenge! @turninggreenorg
@natracare #pgc2020 #day17greenest"

